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Project Description 

1. Name of project ___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. Brief synopsis/areas of geosciences or engineering (50-75 words)  

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. Bullet list of 5-7 main outcomes/goals. 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

4. In two or three sentences, describe why your research is important. Please mention who will benefit from your work.  

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

5. Timeline with milestones (12 month/18 month) __________________________________________________________________________ 
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Hossein Maazallahi is a twenty four years old student that is highly motivated in his interest for the research field of energy. He started university with a focus in “Petroleum Engineering” because at the time he thought he was a person who wanted to pursue topics in energy industry. He is passionate about research and interested in computational modeling and experimental research. Hossein continued onto graduate study in “Geo Information and Earth Observation for Environmental Modelling and Management” because he believed this could enable him to cover gaps between oil/gas industry and the environmental sciences. He has up to date knowledge with the most recent presentations and publication of this topic through participating in different international conferences. This attitude has given Hossein the capability to find research topics that have the potential to help the energy industry operate as environmentally friendly and to progress more efficiently. Hossein is a believer in long term perspective on his own research activities, and because of this has put research topics together as if they were pieces of a puzzle in order to get a final results that he is proud of. Currently, he is doing his second year of a M.Sc. degree. After months of searching and consulting with academic professors and industrial experts, he has created a well thought out M.Sc. thesis which is directly related to his research and educational background titled “Environmental, Technical, Economic and Societal Impacts of Shale Gas Exploitation”. He has been also granted by numerous associations internationally.You can contact him via the following email address:h.maazallahi@gmail.comSincerely Yours



___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

6. Funding amount needed to achieve first basic goals within 12  months. Please  provide a brief summary overview of your budget. List costs 

of 5-10 main items. ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

7. In the process of gaining background knowledge in the field of your proposed research, who did you find to be the top two or three 

researchers? What are the main concepts that are being explored? Please briefly describe. 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  

8. Please provide a photo of yourself and a photo related to your proposed project. It will be very helpful in publicizing your project and 

potentially securing funding.  

9. Who will benefit? __________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

AAPG Research LAUNCHER supporters receive 

The opportunity to work directly with you and receive reports, information, and findings, depending on the level of support.  

The Deal 

The researcher agrees to: 

 Develop a brief public presentation on the research to be made available to AAPG 

 Share an annotated bibliography and review of relevant published articles 

 Present research findings on project at an AAPG Forum, GTW, or Research Symposium 

 Write a detailed report on the results of your research to be made available to LAUNCHER supporters  

 Write a extended abstract on the results of your research to be made available to AAPG 

******************************************************************************************************************* 

Thank you for submitting your research proposal to the AAPG Research LAUNCHER Program. Your proposal will be reviewed and upon 

acceptance you will be contacted by AAPG Education/Research. If your proposal is accepted, we will publicize your proposal and encourage 

funders to contact you directly. AAPG does not guarantee funds nor have any connection with the success or failure of the endeavor.  The 

goal is to support scientific research in the petroleum geosciences and engineering and launch the next generation of geological advances.  
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	Address: Södra Esplanaden 32 D 1219, 223 52 Lund
	City: Lund
	State: Province of Scania
	Zip Code: 223 52
	Country: Sweden
	Email: h.maazallahi@gmail.com
	1 Name of project: Environmental, Technical, Societal and Economic Impacts of Shale Gas Exploitation
	2 Brief synopsisareas of geosciences or engineering 5075 words 1: The project is separated into four parts with the main focus on environmental and technical impacts of shale  
	2 Brief synopsisareas of geosciences or engineering 5075 words 2:  gas exploitation. To Study technical impacts, physical properties of shale formation will be studied which is directly 
	2 Brief synopsisareas of geosciences or engineering 5075 words 3:  related to geoscience. This part also covers engineering as it's related to drilling process of shale formation. 
	3 Bullet list of 57 main outcomesgoals 1: 1- can gas leakage from shale formation affect vegetation? If so, how much is it significant? 2- it it possible for gas to reach water aquifers from shale 
	3 Bullet list of 57 main outcomesgoals 2: formation? 3- What is the optimum pressure of fracking based of the formation? 4- what is the willing to accept of society? 5-What is the best economic analysis to study shale gas exploitation? 
	4 In two or three sentences describe why your research is important Please mention who will benefit from your work 1: Increasing populations and subsequently increasing energy demands have resulted in a demand for finding new unexploited fossil fuel resources. It is increasingly claimed that the world  is entering a ‘golden age of gas’, with
	4 In two or three sentences describe why your research is important Please mention who will benefit from your work 2:  the exploitation of unconventional resources expected to transform gas markets around the world (McGlade, Speirs, & Sorrell, 2013). The output of this study will benefit society, environment and active companies in the field of shale gas.
	5 Timeline with milestones 12 month18 month: It is twelve months study. 
	1: 1June2014-31Aug.2014: Research proposal writing / 1Sep.2014-30Sep.2014: Studying Societal Impact / 1Oct.2014-31Oct.2014: Studying Economic Impact
	2: 1Nov.2014-28Feb.2015: Studying Environmental Impact / 1Mar.2015-31May2015: Studying Technical Impact / June2015: Finalizing thesis writing and presentation
	of 510 main items 1: I will manage to collect site data from Marcellus shale play in the USA if the budget is available. The budget is required for process of visa, 
	of 510 main items 2: travelling expenses, living costs, accommodation, travelling to the site in USA and sampling process. The amount needed is approximately 5000-6000USD.
	researchers What are the main concepts that are being explored Please briefly describe 1: There are different reports from active companies in energy industry e.g. from Halliburton, Shell, Cuadrilla, BP etc. According to the reports and articles, in order to satisfy future energy demand, gas
	researchers What are the main concepts that are being explored Please briefly describe 2:  is secure and also cleaner fossil fuel energy. There are significant amount of shale gas globally which shows how important this resource is. There are some debates which are also mentioned
	researchers What are the main concepts that are being explored Please briefly describe 3:  in the reports during fracturing process which will be addressed in this study, for example getting possible gas contamination in water resources from shale formation caused by fracturing process.
	9 Who will benefit 1: The output of this research study will benefit not only society and private/governmental sectors which are operating or 
	9 Who will benefit 2:  intend to start shale gas exploitation but also is beneficial to environment.
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